
What happens when a pair of curious (and hungry) rats find themselves in a kitchen of potions, tonics, and jars of strange preservatives? Experiment is a short film by ZoÃ© Berton-Bojko and Susana Covo Perezâ€”they
produced the piece as part of their graduation project at the School of New Imagesâ€”that follows two dueling rodents as they spar over a single dried mushroom. Once they each finally take a bite of the magical fungi,
glass-shattering, fiery chaos ensues in a manner that&#8217;s as graceful as it is humorously bizarre.Watch the full animation above, and find more student projects on the Avignon-based school&#8217;s
Vimeo.&nbsp;All images courtesy of Studio NajbrtA column of metallic type scales the  former Zenger Transformer Substation in Prague, melding the historic venue with the visual identity of the new art institution housed
in its space. Conceived by the Czech Republic-based Studio Najbrt, the uniquely positioned logo wraps vertically around the corner of the Kunsthalle Praha building and is based on a typeface by German designer Jan
Tschichold, who created it in the 1930s around the time the station was built. Construction involved modeling the hinged letters in paper and modifying the forms to account for the central bend, a lengthy process you can
see more of Studio Najbrt&#8217;s Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â© Peterson Stoop, shared with permissionCoinciding with the rise of repurposed fabrics and visible mending, the Amsterdam-based design studio
Peterson Stoop is combating waste in one vector of the fashion industry. The company, which was founded by Jelske Peterson and Jarah Stoop in 2013, salvages worn shoes otherwise destined for landfillsâ€”it&#8217;s
estimated that a single pair of trainers can take 1,000 years to break downâ€”and repurposes them into mules, high-tops, and loafers. Combined with cork, leather, and other natural materials for support, the new shoes
highlight the original logos and tattered fabrics through a patchwork of thick seams.Stoop tells Colossal that the studio sources sneakers from sorting centers, secondhand shops, and retailers with overstock, although it
gravitates toward brands like Nike, Adidas, and Converse because of their cultural relevance. We deconstruct the shoes and rebuild them piece by piece. By re-designing them with traditional techniques, we create an
interesting tension between two different worlds, she says. At the same time, we are creating a product that is repairable time and again.Now offering more than a dozen genderless styles, Peterson Stoop plans to expand
its product line with a focus on the materials at hand. Gathering 20 pairs of blue Nike Blazers, for example, inspired a unique collection that maintains the integrity of the initial design with a new, repairable sole. To see the
same shoes worn differently with scuffs, marks, and different tints faded by the sun we documented it for ourselves. By framing so-called identical shoes in one shot, you realize how different, unique, and beautiful they all
actually are, Stoop says.Peterson Stoop&#8217;s shop is stocked with original designs and is open for custom orders. See more of the company&#8217;s workspace and upcycling process on Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;All
images Â© Carol Long, shared with permissionHonoring the humble shape of the vessel is at the center of Carol Longâ€™s practice. From her studio in rural Kansas, the artist throws simple ceramic cylinders that she
contorts into supple butterfly wings,Â  curved chrysalises, or vases with embellished handles.â€œWhen it comes off the potter&#8217;s wheel, thatâ€™s just the beginning, she tells Colossal. I usually sit for a second and
look at the piece and see which way I can push it out or in.The resulting forms are evocative of both flora and fauna and traditional pottery, although Long&#8217;s sculptures emphasize smooth, sinuous walls and
squiggly bases rather than angled edges. She uses slip trailing to add tactile decorative elements to the piece like small spheres, handles, or raised linework. The relationship between the glazes that are inside the
vectors, the shapes made by the slip trailing, are really important in how theyâ€™re divided and how they sit next to each other, she says, noting that the process is particularly meticulous because it involves applying the
material to each intricate, ribbed pattern and delicate outline.Whether a vase or wide-mouthed jar, the whimsical sculptures are brimming with color and textured details. I love the flowing lines, and I love the idea of
framing a picture on my pots. A lot of times I have a focal point like an animal or insect and then Iâ€™ve framed it with other designs, the artist says.Long is hosting an annual open house at her studio next month and will
show a body of work at Charlie Cummings Gallery in July of 2022. Until then, shop available pieces on Etsyâ€”she also has an update slated for mid-Decemberâ€”and follow her latest pieces on Instagram. (via
Women&#8217;s Art)&nbsp;Rag face #21004 (2021), sewing on fabric and photography, 112 x 73 centimeters. All images Â© Yoon Ji Seon, courtesy of CRAIC AM, shared with permissionThe cheeky, uncanny works
that comprise Yoon Ji Seonâ€™s ongoing Rag Face series bring the knotted, twisting, and generally convoluted entanglements of a subject&#8217;s psyche to the forefront. Her photographic portraits are printed on
roughly cut pieces of canvases and then overlaid with rows of tight stitches and loose strings that drip from an eye or loop across a face. Adding color and depth, the threads can be seen or felt like internal conflicts,
external stimuli, umbilical cord, blood vessels, sagging skin, hair, or time as a point of each viewer, the artist says.Zany and outlandish in expression, the portraits are a playful mix of confusion and jest that Yoon derives
from traditional Korean comedies, called madangnori. Those performances consider the suffering and reality of the people through humor and satire while arousing the excitement of onlookers, she says, explaining
further:I think what I&#8217;m doing these days is to make (an) &#8216;image&#8217; of these comedies. What I want to pursue through my work is â€˜humorâ€™ in the end, but this humor does not bloom in happiness.
During intense, painful, and chaotic lives, humor can be like a comma, to relax and recharge.Because the sewn works are unique on either side, they produce mirrored images that are a distorted version of their
counterpart, bolstering the strange, surreal affect of each piece.The Rag Face series now spans decades of the Daejeon City, South Korea-based artist&#8217;s practice, and you can browse dozens of those pieces on
her site. (via Lustik)&nbsp;Rag face #16020 (2016), sewing on fabric and photography, 141 x 97 centimetersRag face #21003 (2021), sewing on fabric and photography, 94 x 68 centimetersRag face #21004 (2021),
sewing on fabric and photography, 112 x 73 centimetersRag face #16015 (2016), sewing on fabric and photography, 47 x 26 centimetersRag face #17010 (2017), sewing on fabric and photography, 128 x 97
centimetersRag face #19003 (2019), sewing on fabric and photography, 146 x 119 centimetersRag face #21002 (2021), sewing on fabric and photography, 170 x 118 centimetersRag face #17010 (2017), sewing on fabric
and photography, 128 x 97 centimetersï»¿In Anu-Laura Tuttelbergâ€™s stop-motion short Winter In The Rainforest, time passes at an unusual pace. The Estonian writer, director, and animatorÂ (previously) sets a cast of
fragile, porcelain puppets within the lush rainforests of Chiapas, Mexico, and the Peruvian Amazon, a contrast of real and manufactured that grounds the surreal story. Throughout the film, carnivorous flowers trap their
prey, an articulate grasshopper climbs a tree, and a miniature girl wakes from a stupor at a clip that&#8217;s wildly different from their timelapsed surroundings, which are evident through leaves shaking in the wind and
shadows rolling across the landscape at a quickened tempo.Shot with 16-millimeter film, the grainy short is years in the makingâ€”Tuttelberg details the process on her siteâ€”and blurs the boundaries between the
imagined and real in both material and narrative. Rather than create an illusion of the characters occupying the tropical ecosystem in a lifelike manner, each element progresses at its own speed. She explains:While
moving the puppets frame by frame, I let the light and the nature in the background move naturally. In this way, the puppets are moving smoothly in their own pace and the nature around them is changing rapidly. This
creates a new obscure reality of time and space in the film. It keeps the viewer aware of the stop motion technique in the film. I don&#8217;t want to hide the animation technique behind the scene but rather to bring it out
and observe the new strange reality it creates.Winter In The Rainforest has already won numerous festival awards, and Tuttelberg tells Colossal she&#8217;s working on a sequel titled On Weary Wings Go By, which
brings the same cast to the frigid beaches of Estonia and Norway. You can keep an eye out for that project, and watch the animator&#8217;s previous works, on Vimeo.&nbsp;MonkeyBird. All images courtesy of Tbilisi
Mural Fest, shared with permissionSince Tbilisi Mural Fest began in 2019, the streets of Georgia&#8217;s capital have seen the towering, large-scale works of artists like Collin van der Sluijs (previously), Case Maclaim,
and Faith XLVII (previously), whose celestial, intersecting circles are a highlight of this year&#8217;s event. The 2021 festival features nine pieces in total that range in aesthetic and subject matter, including a
mythological, black-and-white stencil by MonkeyBird (previously), bold botanicals by Thiago Mazza (previously), and a striking trompe-l&#8217;Å“il papercut by 1010. Each monumental work addresses an environmental,
social, or other relevant issue affecting today&#8217;s world, and you can find 2021&#8217;s lineup below. (via Street Art News)&nbsp;Thiago Mazza1010Faith XLVIIJDLLeft: Kade90. Right: David
SamkharadzeAPHENOAHMercury XX, short film designed and directed by Miriam Kuhlmann, SCI-Arc Fiction &amp; Entertainment 2020SCI-Arcâ€™s Master of Science in Fiction and Entertainment is a one-year,
three-semester program during which students work with world-renowned professionals from the entertainment industry to develop expertise in worldbuilding, storytelling, film, animation, visual effects, and video games to
build new forms of creative practice.â€¨Our perception of the world is unquestionably determined by the extraordinary shared languages of fiction and entertainment. Through these stories, we exchange ideas and engage
with our environment. Fictional worlds have always been sites where we can prototype new scenarios and emerging cultures. They can act as teleportation machines, helping us immerse ourselves in the various
consequences of the decisions we face today. They can be both cautionary tales or roadmaps to an aspirational future.The Master of Science in Fiction and Entertainment at SCI-Arc provides the opportunity for students
to learn the techniques of entertainment design and visual storytelling, as well as employ a broad range of digital and narrative tools to imagine, animate, and produce compelling, alternative worlds. Deeply embedded in
the entertainment industry of Los Angeles, the program challenges students to develop provocative stories that critically examine the emerging conditions of contemporary life.Organized as a year-long thesis project,
students are encouraged to develop a unique directorial voice and personal body of work that may take the form of a short film, animation, music video, documentary, video game, graphic novel, VR environment,
immersive experience, or performance. The Fiction and Entertainment curriculum simultaneously creates space for students to develop their own interests, passions, and agendas while directly focusing on preparation for
careers that will continue to propel their professional practice after graduation and help them to transition into their chosen field.Throughout the year, students are supported by an intense program of workshops, talks, and
mentoring sessions led by world-renowned filmmakers, concept artists, screenwriters, and animators from the film and entertainment industry. A critical motivation of the program is helping students to establish a
productive network of collaborators and ongoing mentors to help launch them and their work after graduation.Recent graduates from the program are developing careers in production design, creative direction, video
games, visual eff
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